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such as map making, satellite navigation
applications and CPU design. In 2000 he
took up a software development role at
UK developer Elixir Studios where he
worked on PC strategy games.

She has been a post-doctoral researcher
at Event-lab (2011), University of
Barcelona that is specialized on
experiments within Virtual Reality
environments, while she held the
position of a Lecturer at private tertiary
education (2009-2011).

From 2005 onwards he has been
employed as Senior Tools Programmer at
TT Games, now a part of Warner Bros
Interactive Entertainment. Alan has
contributed to over 20 game titles, with
worldwide sales in excess of 100 million
units. He is most associated with the

Dr Alan Murta
Dr Alan Murta has been active in the
fields of computer graphics and video
game production for almost 25 years.
From 1990 he worked as Lecturer in
Computer Graphics at The University of
Manchester where he co-founded a
Virtual Reality research group. In the late
1990s he developed gpc, the world's
most widely-used software library for 2D
polygon clipping, which is used
extensively in many commercial realms

award-winning LEGO game franchise,
which include titles such as LEGO Harry
Potter, LEGO The Hobbit as well as many
others. His role at TT games is primarily
concerned with the development of
software to facilitate efficient game
production processes. In recent years his
activities have broadened into TV and
movie work.
As Render Technology Supervisor he
assisted in the production of a major
animated TV series for pre-school
children (What's Your News?). He also
played a central role developing
rendering software for the animated
feature film LEGO Batman: The Movie DC Super Heroes Unite.

Dr Despina Michael
Dr Despina Michael is a Lecturer at the
Multimedia and Graphic Arts department
of the Cyprus University of Technology
and the scientific coordinator of the
Microsoft Computer Games and
Emerging Technologies Research Lab GET Lab [www.getlab.org]. She is also a
co-coordinator of the inter-university
program, MSc in Computer Games and
Interactive Technologies
[http://blogs.cut.ac.cy/games], offered by

Prior that, she was a research associate
(2002-2009) at Computer Graphics and
Virtual Reality Lab at the Computer
Science Department of the University of
Cyprus from where she obtained her PhD
in Computer Graphics in 2010. She has
received several awards and distinctions
included Anita Borg Scholarship awarded
by Google (2008).
Her research interests focus on Computer
Graphics and Virtual Reality. She has
been involved in several projects on
these topics and published her work in
refereed journals and conferences of
these areas. She has served as a reviewer
for scientific publications, and has been a
member of program and organization
committees of scientific conferences.

PRESENTATIONS
Putting the pieces together:
a look at large-scale game development

Computer Games … out of the box!

Dr Alan Murta

Dr Despina Michael

This talk will consider the many processes which play a part in the
production of video games. The focus will be on large, content-rich games
destined for release on multiple console types. It will begin by
summarising the many job roles involved in game creation, and will provide
an insider's view into the varied development activities which take place
within TT Games - a leading European studio. Efficient game production
poses many challenges from a technology viewpoint, and the talk will
consider the management of large-scale software systems as well as
handling the significant amounts of data involved within the development
process. It will discuss methods used by TT Games to address software
reliability, testing, managing production tasks and providing rapid
turnaround times for new technology features. The presentation will
explore the creation of custom software tools to support game production
activities. Tools development forms a central part in game-making in that
it is pivotal in managing and manipulating the many art and animation
assets which form the content of the games themselves. Case studies will
be provided to exemplify the activities of a tools developer. The talk
will also consider the convergence of the gaming industry with other areas
of digital media production, and will describe how game technology has
been adapted for use in other realms such as animated TV shows and
movies.

Computer games are usually associated with fun and entertainment.
However, they can be used for various other reasons, such as training,
education, information, etc. These types of games are called serious games
since they are used for purposes beyond enjoyment.

Participants will have the chance to experience live games at a
Microsoft XBox booth which will be set-up outside the auditorium.
At the end of the event there will be a draw among participants for
a Surface RT and a Nokia mobile device, kindly donated by
Microsoft Cyprus.

Admission: Free ENTRANCE
Registration required HERE by May 20th.

Looking on computer games from a broader perspective, that of interactive
virtual environments, one can see several applications in various fields.
Culture heritage, architecture, medicine, neuroscience and psychology are
only few of them, proving the wide range where the advantages of 3D virtual
environments can be exploited.
By integrating emerging technologies in this kind of applications, we can
provide more intuitive ways of interaction to the user and enhance his
feeling of immersion to the virtual world. Such technologies are used as
either input or output devices to the systems. Examples of input devices
include full body motion tracking, haptic devices while for output devices
immersive VR displays can be used.
In this talk we are going to address different aspects of immersive virtual
environments. We are going to demonstrate 3D simulators and virtual reality
applications developed as part of research projects at GET Lab
[www.getlab.org], Cyprus University of Technology. Furthermore, we are
going to discuss current and future trends in these fields.

